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Adult Dvds - Purchase Information

Orders are UK despatched and delivered by Royal Mail. All are packed discreetly 
inside an unmarked jiffy bag with no indication of the contents. You should receive your order within 
10-14 days, if not sooner.

If you decide not to request the plastic cases for your dvds, then the discs are sent to you inside protective 
covers in a padded envelope that will fit through any letter box. All other items are sent with their original 
packaging.

If your complete order has not arrived 21 days after sending your order to us, please contact us 
immediately by post, by email (info@simply-adult.com), or by phone (UK) 0161 408 3502,  
or fax (UK) 0207 900 3622. We will then trace any lost items for you. If you receive a faulty  
or incorrect item, please contact us for a return authorisation.

• UK cheque, payable to STB

• UK blank uncrossed postal orders, (please keep counterfoils)

• UK cash (notes only please, no coins). Registered post is recommended

• Credit/Debit Card – Visa and Mastercard only 
Your approved credit card purchase will appear on your statement as a charge from Simply The Best, Spain

• Eire customers must send payment in sterling. We cannot accept Euro cash or cheques

By post using the order form in the centre of this brochure. We accept orders by post at two addresses. 
For quickest receipt, we recommend sending your order to our Spain address as we only collect mail from 
our UK address twice each week. Pre-printed addressed envelopes are enclosed, although you can of 
course use your own envelope if you prefer.

Spain Address (quickest delivery – £1.25 stamp required):
Simply The Best, Apdo 212 AP, 29630-01 Benalmadena Costa, SPAIN
UK Address (slightly slower delivery – First or Second Class stamp required):
STB, 4 Old Park Lane, London, W1K 1QW

By email: orders@simply-adult.com

Online: www.simply-adult.com

By phone: (UK) 0161 408 3502  
(open 8am to 4pm UK time, answering machine out of hours and at weekends)

By fax: (UK) 0207 900 3622

• Completely FREE SHIPPING on all items in this brochure!

• For every £100 you spend in one order choose ONE FREE ITEM  
(up to £20 value) absolutely FREE!

• An EXTRA £5 DISCOUNT per order if you order by 07/07/18 using the order form in this 
brochure and pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order, or cash

All items in this brochure are completely legal to own in the UK, and none of the dvds we sell feature 
any models under the age of 18. All dvds are originals (no pirate copies) and are fully uncensored 
hardcore – so please do not order if you are offended by full uncut sex action.
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£10 Bargain Sale Hetero Dvds!
r REAL PUNTING 23
Everything has its price and these hot girls are cumming strictly for the 
money and not for the honey. These four genuine British escorts love 
sex – it’s their life. They are in the business of making money though, 
so it’s gash for cash – but boy, you get a lot for your money! If you’ve 
never visited an escort before, find out what all the fuss is about – and 
book UK escorts for a ridiculously hot session!

Code
SD21638

Was
£21

Studio
Real Puntingonly £10

r SHE MALE ALL STARS 5: 
 GIRLS WITH SHE-MALES
Joey Silvera skims the cream of the transsexual crop in a six-scene 
compilation of gender-bending debauchery selected from his Rogue 
Adventures and She-Male Road Trip series. It’s truly no boys allowed 
as some of the hottest biological females in smut engage the sexiest 
most feminine transgendered performers around! Nothing is forbidden 
when Joey’s lovely ladies get down to business!

Code
EE15186

Was
£25

Studio
Evil Empireonly £10

DEUTSCHE MUTTIS AUF SPERMAJAGD q
Horny German mothers are on the hunt for spunk – and they’ll do 
anything to get it! They’ll even lick cunt if it means getting their hands, 
mouths and pussies on a lovely piece of cock! No professionals here, 
just 100% amateurs who aren’t shy about getting banged on camera. 
Face sitting, dildo action and a flurry of lesbian activity gets the ladies 
in the mood for some serious sperm fulfilment!

Code
UD18401

Was
£23

Studio
Unter 

Deutschen
only £10
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Post your order to either our Spain or London address

http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Real-Punting-23-Real-Punting.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Deutsche-Muttis-Auf-Spermajagd-Unter-Deutschen-Dachern.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-She-Male-All-Stars-5-Girls-With-She-Males-Evil-Empire-Euro.html


£15 Bargain Sale Hetero Dvds!

r EXTREME ANAL SLUTS 8
These girls are hardcore anal fucking bitches who love it up the butt. 
Sexy blonde Blanche Bradburry gives up all of her holes to a huge 
cock before getting a load of spunk in her mouth. Nasty cute slut Linda 
Sweet loves an anal pounding and her face covered in cum. Rampant 
minx Meg Magic enjoys extreme ass fucking, while Kristine Crystals 
uses all her holes to fuck her stud! She has absolutely no limits as she 
swallows his cum!

THE COUGAR CLUB 3 q
The Cougar Club 3 features a whole new posse of older pussies that 
are on the prowl and ready to please! You won’t mind when these 
five naughty old kitties claw your back and lap up your milk! They’ve 
purrrfected their technique with paws-on experience, and lots of 
pouncing on their prey with skilled sucking and expert fucking!

Code
DF6815

Was
£23

Studio
3rd Degree only £15

UNIVERSITY GANG BANG 1 q
The naughty girls here aren’t hungry – they want your hot man juice 
all over their beautiful bods instead! Unload on some of the hottest 
chicks in porn who love to get splashed. Get sucked to your heart’s 
content, but don’t thrust until you bust – these girls want to feel every 
drop! If a bitch with a faceful of sticky jizz is your thing then these 
scenes are definitely worth a long look!

Code
DF6021

Was
£23

Studio
Devil’s Films only £15

Code
PM2687

Was
£21

Studio
Pumpkin 

Media
only £15
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All orders are discreetly packed for UK despatch by Royal Mail

http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-The-Cougar-Club-3-3rd-Degree.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Extreme-Anal-Sluts-8-Pumpkin-Media-Europe.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-University-Gang-Bang-1-Devils-Films.html


New Hetero Dvds
60 PLUS MILFS 4 q

Filthy old sluts who love cock. Watch the sluttiest 60 and 70 year olds 
work over young dicks with their old horny cunts and assholes! 71 year old 
Katherine has her pussy filled with cum, while silver-haired Jeannie fucks a 
black cock. More hardcore grannies make up this explosive two hours!

SCHOOL GIRLS GONE BLACK 2 q
The anaconda chasing schoolgirls are back with more hot interracial action 
in School Girls Gone Black 2. These girls hit the books hard – but would 
rather be hitting the black cock even harder! When the school day is done, 
it’s time for some fun – with a big black cock!

r TIFFANY: SEXY SECRETARY
Tiffany is clearly the perfect employee – hardworking, dedicated, and also 
very sexy. However, she is filmed without her knowledge and finds herself 
dragged into the position of being blackmailed sexually. Tiffany offers her 
body to her blackmailer and agrees to take part in a most perverse game!

Code
LD8439

Was
£21

Studio
Simply Films

r ENGLAND’S GANGBANGING SWINGERS 3
Another totally uncut British gangbang – enjoy your invite to the hottest 
party of the year as horny British bitches put their tongues into overdrive 
and do several laps over a hard cock and the occasional hot pussy. These 
darlings don’t know the meaning of excess when it comes to having 
multiple dicks stuffed into their holes! Welcome to a true dickathon.

Code
DD19877

Was
£22

Studio
Score only £20

Code
DF17740

Was
£23

Studio
3rd Degree only £20

Code
BG7116

Was
£25

Studio
Marc Dorcelonly £20

only £20
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For every £100 spent in one order, choose one FREE £20 or under item per £100 spent

http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-60-Plus-MILFs-4-Score.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Tiffany-Sexy-Secretary-Marc-Dorcel.html
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New Hetero Dvds

WER FICKT MEINE EHEFOTZE (6 HOURS) q
Needing a little something extra in the bedroom, kinky amateur couples 
invite a third party into their homes for some intimate threesome action. 
Male or female, it doesn’t matter to them because they get to live out their 
secret fantasies. This opulent six hour romp is a maelstrom of sexual activity 
with uninhibited libidos and hot amateur threeways at every turn!

TEENS LOVE FOOTBALL q
To celebrate the 2018 World Cup, Seventeen have released Teens Love 
Football. Three girls are watching football, just enjoying the game, when a 
horny neighbour calls by. The girls suddenly no longer feel like watching 
football, but would rather fuck! There are seven more soccer and sex crazy 
girls for your enjoyment too!

r FLAT & FUCKED 11
The best selling teen porn series is back with more tiny-titted cuties getting 
their slits stretched and their faces creamed. These little flatties are on a 
mission to prove that A-cuppers can suck and fuck just as well (maybe even 
better) than busty girls!

r HOT WIFE BOUND 3
Fetish bondage scenes in which wives are dominated and then fucked by 
their men. Xander surprises Karlee by having her tied up and restrained. As a 
gift from her husband, Candice receives an exciting bondage adventure. Alix 
nervously starts with a blindfold and gives in to Mick’s every demand, while 
Giselle’s pleasure escalates quickly into a full intense bondage session!

Code
DD23123

Was
£22

Studio
Scoreonly £20

Code
DS4631

Was
£23

Studio
New 

Sensations
only £20

Code
SV4096

Was
£23

Studio
Seventeen 

Studio
only £20

Code
BB22428

Was
£23

Studio
BB Video only £20 x6

HOURS
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£5 discount if you pay by cheque, postal order, or cash and order by 07/07/18

http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Flat-And-Fucked-11-Score.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Hotwife-Bound-3-Digital-Sin.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Wer-Fickt-Meine-Ehefotze-BB-Video.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Teens-Love-Football-Seventeen-Studio.html


New Hetero Dvds
THE PERVERTED DANCER q

Experience desire like you have never seen before! Clea Gaultier is a ballet 
dancer by day and a burlesque stripper by night. Leading two separate 
lives rubs off on her sexual desires and fantasies. Clea daydreams of sexual 
awakenings, pushing her limits. Will she have the courage to play out her 
perverse visions and make her dreams become reality?

HOT SPOT DAMAGE q
Fingers and fists, cocks and dildos – it doesn’t matter to these dirty bitches. 
They just want to taste a meaty stick in their mouths or a sticky babe sitting 
on their face before their pussies and asses are stretched to the max with 
hard dicks, fat fists and tremendous toys!

r HAUSFRAUEN OVER 40 REPORT
These hausfrauens are the hottest housewives in their community. Usually 
they’re stand up citizens – except when they’re on their hands and knees 
performing for the horny studs they encounter! Whether it’s a maintenance 
man, a co-worker, or an infatuated neighbour, they are all in for a pleasant 
surprise as they are drained to the last sticky drop!

r GRANNY’S FIRST TOYBOY THREESOME
Granny’s First Toyboy Threesome showcases wet grannies who drop their 
panties to get fucked twice as hard in their first toyboy threesomes! Over two 
hours of grannies fucking two boys at the same time – and for the first time!

Code
HM4236

Was
£22

Studio
Harmony XXX only £20

Code
PF316

Was
£24

Studio
Porn Freaks only £20

Code
MN6540

Was
£25

Studio
Mature NLonly £20

Code
BB10667

Was
£23

Studio
BB Videoonly £20
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New Hetero Dvds

SCORE XTRA HARDCUT 5 q
Big-tit aficionados know that for the very best in porn action, they turn to the 
Score Xtra series. Another fine instalment of this perennial best-seller has 
five mega-stacked babes sucking and fucking huge cocks – and the Score 
cameramen are right there to capture all the tit-focused angles!

SHOW-ERS AND GROW-ERS q
Are you a show-er or a grow-er? Watch the six sexy trans-girls in Show-ers 
And Grow-ers as they show off their dicks for you and get fucked too! Third 
World Media presents lots of anal and blowjob action, shower scenes, and 
trannies fucking guys in some excellent big cock transsexual fucking!

r A 40 YEAR OLD WIDOW
Alexis’ well-ordered life suddenly tips over when she learns that her late 
husband had been living a double life for many years. She meets his 
mistress, Cassie, and the strange friendship makes Alexis understand that at 
forty years old, life still offers many exciting adventures – and often does!

r LOCKED IN ATTIC AND USED AS SEX SLAVE
Isabella Clark is a living Barbie doll with big tits, round ass, tiny waist and a 
beautiful face, and is a street hooker who gets used as a sex slave. Locked 
in a dank attic, she is ambushed and mercilessly gangbanged, double 
penetrated, made to take two cocks in her ass, and then has her pussy filled 
with multiple loads of cum!

Code
BG7053

Was
£25

Studio
Marc Dorcelonly £20

Code
KC11965

Was
£26

Studio
Kink.Comonly £20

Code
SC20015

Was
£22

Studio
Score only £20

Code
TW16937

Was
£23

Studio
Third World 

Media
only £20
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-A-40-Year-Old-Widow-Marc-Dorcel.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Score-Xtra-Hardcut-5-Score.html
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Show-ers-And-Grow-ers-Third-World-Media.html


New Lesbian Dvds
GRANNY EXTREME 4: BRING ON THE GIRLS q

British granny Lacey Starr’s first ever dvd featuring sensational lesbian 
action! Amyka Lee is given a rigorous practical test when she applies to be 
Lacey’s PA, then Lacey helps Lola Marie through her personal problems. 
Lesbian sex with a hot young slut is on the menu when Alessa Savage calls 
for a cookery lesson. Older/younger lesbian action at its best!

ANGELS 2 q
Fine scenes of beautiful, passionate and amorous women who only have 
sinful thoughts on their minds! These lesbian Angels pleasure each other 
to new heights of orgasmic heaven with tender kisses and with fingers and 
tongues as they flick and probe each other’s clits and pussies!

r LESBIAN ANAL
Eight hot lesbians discover the joys of anal stimulation in scintillating 
vignettes. Buxom beauty Angela White and veteran Dana Vespoli explore 
each other’s booties, while cute teens Jenna Sativa and Abella Danger drive 
each other wild. Gorgeous duo Cassidy Klein and Georgia Jones enjoy an 
anal romp, and big booty Maddy O’Reilly shows Sara Luvv how fun anal  
play can be!

r BODY WORSHIP
Lesbian foot worship, pussy worship, ass worship and breast worship as 
sensual ladies explore every inch and every curve of their lover’s body. 
Watch them take their time and work their way from head to toe as they enjoy 
the beauty of each other’s luscious bodies!

Code
LD5536

Was
£22

Studio
Lacey Starr only £20

Code
SV13494

Was
£23

Studio
Viv Thomas only £20

Code
BZ8767

Was
£24

Studio
Sweetheart 

Video
only £20

Code
SV15185

Was
£23

Studio
Viv Thomasonly £20
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Post your order to either our Spain or London address

http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Granny-Extreme-4-Bring-On-The-Girls-Lacey-Starr-Productions.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Lesbian-Dvd-Lesbian-Anal-Sweetheart-Video.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Lesbian-Dvd-Angels-2-Viv-Thomas-Lesbian.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Lesbian-Dvd-Body-Worship-Viv-Thomas-Lesbian.html


Catch Up On Kink.Com Dvds -  
Price Was £26 Each, Now Just £20 Each!

KC18325
The Customer Is Always Right

KC4439
Rich Brat Gets Triple Stuffed

KC14067
Brutal Bondage

KC18323
The Plastic New Stuff

KC7256
Zip Tied To The Fence

KC18036
Dunking Phobia

KC16031
Spanked And Shocked

KC12631
Tough And Sexy Vendetta

KC5753
Terrifying Nature Of Electricity

All Dvds: 

£20
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http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-The-Customer-Is-Always-Right-Kink-Com.html
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£10 & £15 Bargain Sale Gay Dvds!
r WELL HUNG
The bigger the better is always best – and these Well Hung boys were 
at the front of the queue when they were handing out big dicks! Hot 
nipple play, probing fingers and tongue fucking are just for starters. 
Be prepared to be stretched to the max as these oversized shafts ease 
their way down constricting throats and up tight fuck tunnels! These 
boys are Well Hung to the point of scary!

Code
FA12621

Was
£26

Studio
Bareback Boy 

Bangers
only £10

r USE ME
Delivering pizzas is a competitive business and these hot and spicy 
buddies will do anything to satisfy their horny big-dicked older 
customers. Insatiable Johny Cruz gets three older dicks for the price 
of one in an unbelievable triple penetration that will literally have you 
creaming like never before! A hardcore round of cock-sucking, ass-
pummelling Dads ’N Lads fun!

Code
EC16099

Was
£29

Studio
Dads ’N Ladsonly £15

KINKFEST q
This Kinkfest delivers all the nastiness you could wish for! From 
double ended dildos, boot licking and hot guys pissing on 
themselves, you get to witness some of the hungriest most capable 
bottoms showing exactly how they tackle an intractable insatiable 
demand for deep penetration domination!

Code
FA17608

Was
£26

Studio
Men 1st only £10
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PROBATION 1 + 2 q
Get ready for your after prison punishment as Probation officers Billy Essex 
and Bolton Ben sort our their scally charges once and for all. They are not 
talking litter picking or road sweeping either. They mean cock sucking, arse 
fucking, feet sniffing, and proper hard sweaty filthy hardcore bloke-on-lad 
payback time!

r JOCK LOVE
Lukas Ridgeston presents Jock Love, a fine Bel Ami film which gets you 
up close with the athletes you’ve lusted after and never had! Their bodies, 
their cocks, and their self-assured smiles. Watch nearly two hours of your 
favourite toned Bel Ami men having 100 per cent bareback sex!

r BOUND, BEATEN & BANGED
Real leather muscle studs burn up the screen in this brutally intense journey 
to the darkest corners of S & M. Not for the faint of heart, this dvd goes 
where none have gone before with bondage, edge play, flogging and the 
roughest fuck fest around!

Code
TG21519

Was
£27

Studio
Triga Films only £25

Code
RS4833

Was
£29

Studio
Raging 
Stallion

only £25

CUM IN MY MOUTH q
Get your rocks off and drop a load with Lucas Entertainment’s all-star 
performers with more than 200 shots of the hottest Lucas Men doing what 
they do best – reaching a climax and blowing their wads. Dozens of fit hot 
studs have one thing on their mind in this film – and that is, cum!

Code
GH24985

Was
£33

Studio
Lukas 

Ridgeston
only £30

New Gay Dvds

Code
LE24475

Was
£33

Studio
Lucas 

Entertainment
only £20
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New Gay Dvds
SUMMER BREAK 2 q

Summer has arrived – so it’s time to play some sex games outdoors with 
eleven Bel Ami boys in Summer Break 2. Join this group of exuberant 
youths, muscle bound and hung like horses, ready to bareback romp and 
fuck like animals in and around a countryside castle!

BAND OF BAREBACK BROTHERS 2 q
An army of soldiers who are lovers is a better fighting force than your typical 
everyday militia. It helps that the young soldiers here are all dirty whores 
who have the spunk quite literally banged out of them as they bounce 
up and down on man-meat. Scorching crotch-straining escapades, both 
outdoors and indoors!

r CUTE LADS TAKE DADDY DICK
Tiny young twinks get their cute innocent faces stuffed full of the thick juicy 
dicks of their hot daddies in sports kit. The cock hungry twinks can’t wait for 
permission to get their hands over their older partner’s muscled body and 
hairy chest. Lucky twinks and daddies get a taste of the other generation –  
and both end up sweaty, and spunky!

r HOUSE OF DREAMS
Anthony and Justin are riding their stretch-limo through Frankfurt’s gay 
scene trying to lure cute guys into their House Of Dreams. They manage to 
pull six sexy boys, inviting them for a pool party at home. This leads to some 
hot group action in and around the pool and everywhere else in the house, 
from the sauna to the gym!

Code
EC12557

Was
£29

Studio
Hard Brit Ladsonly £25

Code
EC8431

Was
£29

Studio
Staxus only £20

Code
BA15556

Was
£33

Studio
Bel Ami only £30

Code
EC2672

Was
£29

Studio
EroCreationsonly £20
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New Gay Dvds

SPERM TEAM q
It has a thousand differing euphemisms, but there’s one thing surely that 
every gay porn lover can agree upon. Sperm is a definite must in any 
movie, and the more of it the better! So get set for one of the stickiest, 
gooiest displays in a long time with the spunkiest team in town!

WHO’S YOUR MASTER? q
Helpless twinks are definitely not masters of their own destiny. Instead 
they are used as pleasure pawns in over two hours of painful action! One 
has his legs splayed open with a spreader bar to take an oversized dildo, 
while another is whipped, used, abused, and coated in hot wax!

r KYLER MOSS RAW
Kyler Moss, one of the favourite Boy Crush twinks, is back at it with his 
scenes in this filthy dirty piggy raw dvd. He just can’t get enough dick in his 
tight hole. With seven other cute boys featured, this is a bareback twink dvd 
not to be missed!

r HEY DUDE… WANNA FUCK?
Check out this great bareback flip flop movie, a true first, in which all twelve 
models both fuck and get fucked! Hook-ups happen between guys all over 
the world every day. Often, they have to be secretive – or at least discreet. 
What if you could cum right out with it and ask Hey Dude Wanna Fuck?

Code
EC2969

Was
£29

Studio
Dirty Fuckers only £20

Code
TV19884

Was
£26

Studio
Triumvirate 
Productions

only £20

Code
SS15225

Was
£31

Studio
Boy Crushonly £20

Code
FA20454

Was
£26

Studio
Kinky Hardcore 

Twinks
only £25

14 Gay Dvds
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New Gay Dvds
BENJAMIN RILEY: CUM SLUT q

No one knew that Benjamin Riley was such a Cum Slut! That is until you 
hear Benjamin talking about how much he loves cum inside of him, on his 
face, swallowing it and then some! This great dvd features scenes full of 
sperm dripping action with tiny Benjamin at his cummiest ever!

RIDE IT BIG q
Only massive cocks allowed, because these boys love to Ride It Big! See 
the cutest twinks around being impaled by the biggest rock hard cocks 
around – and don’t they just love the feel of these thick shafts breaking 
them open! 14 lads and over two hours of great action!

r I WANT MORE!
It’s hard to get enough of a good thing, especially when you’re being 
taught how to do it absolutely right. Watch seven cute newbies being 
brought up to speed by this experienced twink crew to become the next 
top porn models. Seven great Latino boy scenes with multiple cumshots!

r FORBIDDEN TEMPTATIONS
Is there such a thing as a Forbidden Temptation? Not in this dvd’s rule 
book. In fact, if it’s tempting then resistance is futile, especially if it’s a 
handsome boy with a seductive smile, a twinkle in his eye, and a hard 
throbbing cock! Smoking hot sexual trysts!

Code
RB16762

Was
£29

Studio
Original Teen 

Boys
only £20

Code
SX11905

Was
£29

Studio
Staxus only £20

Code
SS9135

Was
£31

Studio
Boy Crush only £20

Code
FA6821

Was
£26

Studio
All Natural 

Video
only £20
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KC13462
House Dom Gets Extreme Torment

KC11542
Kink Olympics

KC19041
Bad Ass Inmate

KC7514
Underwear Thief Captured

KC12212
Prostate Massager Warm Up

KC18415
Straight Stud Is Begging to Cum

KC7046
California Beach Stud

KC19045
Begging For Cum

KC10200
Naked Kombat 1

All Dvds: 

£20

Catch Up On Kink.Com Gay Dvds -  
Price Was £26 Each, Now Just £20 Each!

16 Gay Dvds

All orders are discreetly packed for UK despatch by Royal Mail
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Hello!
We now accept orders by post at two addresses. 
For quickest receipt, we recommend sending your order 
to our Spain address as we only collect mail from our UK 
address twice each week.

Pre-printed addressed envelopes are enclosed, although 
you can of course use your own envelope if you prefer.

Spain Address (quickest delivery – £1.25 stamp required):

Simply The Best
Apdo 212 AP
29630-01 Benalmadena Costa
SPAIN

UK Address (slightly slower delivery – First or Second 
Class stamp required):

STB
4 Old Park Lane
London
W1K 1QW

Camille
Customer Services Manager

ORDER
BY PHONE:

0208 144 6365
Monday to Friday 8am – 4pm

ORDER
BY FAX:

0207 900 3622
24 Hours a day

ORDER 
BY POST:

Order forms are in centre 
of this brochure

ORDER 
ONLINE:

www.simply-adult.com

THIS IS THE ADULT SEX TOY SECTION 
FOR ADULT DVDS JUST FLIP THIS 

BROCHURE OVER

OFFERS
Completely FREE STANDARD UK SHIPPING on all items in this brochure!

For every £100 you spend in one order choose ONE FREE ITEM  
(up to £20 value) absolutely FREE!

An EXTRA £5 DISCOUNT per order if you order by 07/07/18  
using the order form in this brochure and pay by cheque,  

blank uncrossed postal order, or cash.
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Order by phone: 0208 144 6365  Order by fax: 0207 900 3622
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NEW

NEW

NEW

only 
£99

New From Hustler
r Hustler Barely Legal 
Dual Vibrating Doggy Style 
Pussy & Ass
A most-satisfying pussy and ass 
masturbator featuring two powerful 
vibrating bullets for maximum 
stimulation. Fuck porn superstar 
Bree Olson’s two hungry holes from 
behind as you enjoy a super-real 
feeling ultra lifelike texture. Made 
from high quality 100% TPR.

Code ST1593  

£99.00

r Hustler MILF Pussy
This Hustler MILF Pussy is 
hot, horny, ready, lonely – and 
waiting for a pounding that will 
take her back to the good old 
days. This realistic masturbator 
is sized for discrete on-the-go 
pleasure too.

Code ST2198  

£29.00

Hustler Vibrating 
Spreadeagle  
Pussy & Ass q
Open for business and ready 
for your cock! Pound her pussy 
or fuck her ass from the front 
as she waits for you all hot and 
horny. This lifelike vibrating 
masturbator features a super-
real feeling with an ultra lifelike 
texture created from 100% TPR.

Code ST2199  

£99.00 Only £99

Only £29Fantastic 
Value!

Toys & More Direct 3
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Hustler is a truly famous US company that produces the well known Hustler magazine,  
a range of hardcore adult dvds, and a variety of quality sex toys.

Hustler

Hustler  
Barely Legal Pussy p
It’s always good to teach them 
while they’re young! The Hustler 
Toys Barely Legal Pussy is a tight 
little virgin eager to learn how 
to please a man like you. Let 
Hustler show you how daddy’s 
little girl has grown up!

Code ST0713 

£29.00

Hustler  
Vibrating Pussy p
Add extra sensation to your 
strokes with the Vibrating Pussy 
from Hustler Toys. Featuring 
an ultra-powerful bullet, this 
Vibrating Pussy shakes and 
quivers on your cock from top  
to bottom!

Code ST1844 

£36.00

Hustler  
Porn Star Pussy p
Finally, your fantasies are coming 
true! Hustler Toys brings you the 
Porn Star Pussy, a realistic pair 
of lips that are eager to please. 
If you’ve ever watched porn and 
wanted to get in the action,  
then this babe is for you.

Code ST0984 

£29.00

Only £29

Only £29

Only £36

Fantastic 
Value!

All orders are discreetly packed for UK despatch by Royal Mail
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Hustler

Hustler  
Vibrating Blowjob p
The very best sensations 
combined with deep sucking 
action and powerful vibration. 
This barely legal slut has no 
gag reflex and is hungry for your 
cum. Made of non-phthalate 
body-safe material that is silky 
smooth and realistic, the Blowjob 
masturbator is perfect for any 
man. The masturbator features 
an intricate textured inner 
canal that provides a delicious 
sensation which is taken to 
the next level with the included 
removable vibrating bullet. The 
bullet comes with a dial control 
that allows the user to find the 
vibration speed of his choice!

Code ST2148 

£36.00

Hustler Porn Star 
Vibrating Pussy & Ass 
o
A super-real feeling texture that 
brings you closer than ever 
before to experiencing sex with 
a true professional! Take your 
stimulation to new levels with the 
powerful vibrations! Featuring 
Alexis Texas, the porn star known 
for her amazing big booty, on the 
packaging, you will be inspired 
to fuck her two tight holes! Watch 
both canals shake with each 
deep pound!

Code ST2150 

£56.00

Hustler Porn Star  
Pussy & Ass p
A most realistic experience 
of nailing your favourite porn 
star. With two holes featuring a 
realistic ribbed inner tunnel to 
explore your wildest fantasies, 
this Pussy & Ass masturbator 
features porn star Tori Black on 
the packaging. She is ready to 
fuck – and both of her holes are 
waiting and willing!

Code ST2149 

£48.00

Only £36 Only £48

Only £56

Top
Seller!

For every £100 spent in one order, choose one FREE £20 or under item per £100 spent

Toys & More Direct 5
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Internal profile:

Internal profile:

Internal profile:

Internal profile:

Fleshlight
The Fleshlight Turbo Thrust and Fleshlight Turbo Ignition offers you the most realistic and satisfying 
alternative to oral sex. Uniquely designed with three points of initial insertion (throat, lips and 
tongue), they all provide the mind-blowing sensations synonymous with getting a stellar blowjob 
every time. Whether you like to stimulate just the tip or you prefer the tight spine-tingling sensation 
of deep throating, these Fleshlights provide you with the tease and the thrill to get to the finish line. 
Complete with non-anatomical orifices and exclusive textures, these Fleshlights will take you to new 
levels of sexual satisfaction! The three initial insertion points on the Ignition are arranged differently 
to the Thrust and therefore feel like a completely new person is sucking you off!

Turbo Thrust: Copper o
Code ST2155  £59.00

Turbo Ignition: Copper o
Code ST2157  £59.00

Turbo Thrust: Blue Ice o
Code ST2156  £59.00

Turbo Ignition: Blue Ice o
Code ST2158  £59.00

only £59 only £59

only £59
Top

Seller!

only £59

£5 discount if you pay by cheque, postal order, or cash and order by 07/07/18
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Fleshlight

Internal profile:

Internal profile:Internal profile:

Internal profile:

Pink Lady Vibro Touch o
The Vibro is the latest Fleshlight development.  
The sleeve has been redesigned to include three 
pockets surrounding the face of the orifice which 
house custom bullets. Place up to three of the 
included vibrating bullets inside the sleeve to 
experience 360º of intense vibrating pleasure! 
Customize your experience by experimenting with 
one, two or all three bullets to adjust tightness and 

vibration during use.

Code ST1585  £69.00

Pink Lady Original o
The Pink Lady Original has introduced more men to 
the pleasures of the Fleshlight than any other insert. 
When you penetrate this lady, be prepared to take 
sexual gratification to new and exciting levels.  
This smooth textured insert is a realistic recreation  
of a young woman’s vagina.

Code ST0890  £59.00

Pink Lady Stamina Training Unit o
The key to lasting longer in bed and becoming  
the lover that every girl dreams about is practice!  
The Fleshlight Stamina Training Unit masturbation 
product is a sex toy for men specifically designed to 
replicate the incredible sensation of sexual intercourse 
in order to help you find your rhythm and obtain peak 
sexual performance. If you can last 10 minutes in the 
STU, you can last 20 minutes in bed with anyone!

Code ST1586  £59.00

Pink Lady Vortex o
The four spiralled chambers of the Vortex will bring 
you to dizzying pleasure! This sleeve is designed to 
create a mesmerising combination of suction and 
texture, plus an unforgettable squeeze as you pass 
through each pleasure chamber. Whether you are an 
experienced customer or new to Fleshlight products, 
the Vortex will blow away your expectations!

Code ST0355  £59.00

only £59
only £69

only £59
only £59

Fantastic 
Value!

Visit www.simply-adult.com for over 30,000 dvds and toys

Toys & More Direct 7
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Air tight suction ensures that tip in or balls deep, these Fleshlight-like strokers will give you the 
best masturbation experience of your life! With a sturdy ribbed exterior case for a solid grip, 
they create a powerful suction that milks every inch of your cock. A super-smooth lifelike Fanta 
Flesh interior sleeve lined with massaging ribs, bumps, and pleasing textures will fulfil your 
fantasies with every thrust. For a variety of stimulating sensations, simply remove the suction 
control sticker and use your thumb to adjust levels manually. The Fanta Flesh interior sleeve is 
also removable for handheld pleasure too!

PDX Elite

PDX Elite Air 
Tight Oral 
Stroker q 

Code 
ST2186

£29.00

PDX Elite Air 
Tight Pussy 
Stroker q 

Code  
ST2185

£29.00

PDX Elite Air 
Tight Anal 
Stroker q 

Code 
ST2187

£29.00

only 
£29

PDX Elite  
Double Penetration 
Vibrating Stroker  
(Pussy & Oral) q 

Code ST2188

£55.00

only 
£55

only 
£29 only 

£29

8 Toys & More Direct
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Monkey Spanker
The Monkey Spanker is a vibrator for men, a foreplay toy and a couples sex tool. In fact, the Monkey 
Spanker vibrating male masturbator is an innovative tool for spanking the monkey! Based on a 
diaphragm design, Monkey Spanker forms a vibrating tube around the dick when in use. The super 
soft stretchy pad is made from a highly specialised medical grade material and has been designed to 
emulate a woman’s soft loveliness. Monkey Spankers are really good fun, feel better than both hand 
and blowjobs and can produce an intense and extremely satisfying orgasm in no time.

Monkey Spanker Duo o
The Duo is a vibrating sex toy for couples that 
can be used in many different ways. It’s a male 
masturbator, a bullet vibrator, a male vibrator, a cock 
ring, a vibrating cock ring with clit tickler, a nipple 
exciter – and more! This innovative vibrator is the 
perfect couple’s toy for sharing.

Black Code SP0034

Pink Code SP0532

Purple Code SP0545

£39.00 each

Monkey Spanker Cheeky Monkey o
The Cheeky Monkey is the same great spanker as  
the others in the range, just without the vibrating parts. 
Monkey Spankers are really good fun and produce  
an intense and extremely satisfying orgasm in no time. 
The soft pad easily stretches around your manhood 
to create a firm but soft tube. Then simply work your 
cock with the Monkey Spanker, varying the strokes to 
suit your mood.

Code SP0628  £19.00

only £19

only £39

Monkey Spanker Vibro q
Standby for the best orgasm 
of your life! Simply lube up the 
pad, turn on the vibrator and slip 
it on. The soft real-feel material 
caresses your manhood creating 
an incredible supple vibrating 
tube. As you work it up and down 
you will fast come to realise what 
the fuss is all about! Whether you 
like it tantalisingly slow or fast 
and vigorous we are convinced 
you will enjoy the most intense of 
orgasms!

White  Code SP0033

Black  Code SP0306

Black/White Code SP0469

£22.00 each

only £22

Toys & More Direct 9
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TENGA Deep  
Throat Cup q
The hourglass shape of the Deep 
Throat Cup provides a sublime 
tightness. Special valves create 
a virtual vacuum inside the cup 
to deliver an amazing sucking 
sensation. These advanced 
features combined with an 
arousing slurping sound and 
vibration give you the feeling 
that you’re enjoying a real deep 
throat experience. Choose the 
Ultra Size version if you are larger 
than average or want a real deep 
penetration. 

Standard Size  
Code SP0158  £15.00

Ultra Size  
Code SP0159  £17.00

Tenga 3D Zen q
The 3D Zen is a 
soothing form of 
relief. The fine ribs 
and the delicate flows 
combine to create an 
intertwining sensation. 
Envelop yourself with 
this smooth stroking 
stimulus! 

Code  
ST1597

£39.00

Tenga Double 
Hole Cup q
A cup with two holes 
that allows you to 
enjoy different types 
of sensual sensations 
– the Bitter Side and 
the Sweet Side.  
The Bitter Side firmly 
tightens while the 
Sweet Side gently 
clings to your penis. 
Use both sides 
simultaneously to 
experience the virtual 
world of a threesome! 

Code  
SP0794

£18.00

TENGA have created the perfect masturbating sleeves  
designed to mimic the ultimate deep throat experience.

only £15 only £17

only £39 only £18

Top
Seller!
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Colt Masturbators
Colt Hand  
Job Stroker o
A super stretchy, hygienically 
superior, 14cm silicone sleeve 
equipped with pleasure nodules 
in its interior for additional 
stimulation. 3.8cm diameter.

Code GT1834 

£14.00

Colt Big Man Stroker o
Great to the touch and grips  
your penis tight and steady.  
This masturbator is particularly 
long and narrow and fits every 
penis size. It has a ribbed 
chamber which supplies an 
intense and lustful stimulation 
and is open at both ends for easy 
cleaning. 20cm x 6cm.

Code GT1539  £24.00

Colt Beaded Stroker p
A super tight, soft, and stretchy 
masturbator that has two rows of 
strategically placed power beads 
for stimulation, and a ribbed 
chamber for superior suction. 
Pound away, because this sweet 
little puckered ass is just begging 
for a good plugging!

Code GT1836  £19.00

Colt Butt Banger o
Slip your cock right up this 
tight little ass 
and feel the 
sensation. 
The new 
soft material 
gives you an 
ultra-realistic 
experience!

Code GT1835

£24.00

Colt Power Stroker o
A similar stroker to the best 
selling Colt Butt Banger, but in 
the shape of a grenade! Slip 
your cock right up this tight little 
grenade and feel the sensation. 
The new soft material gives you 
an ultra-realistic experience!

Code GT1837  £19.00

p Colt Man Butt 
Masturbator
If you are looking for an ultra 
real experience, then this is a 
life-like look and feel PureSkin 
masturbator, which is tight and 
stretchy with a ultra ribbed 
chamber and an ergonomic grip.

Code GT1928  £24.00

only £14 only £19

only £24

only £24

only £19

Toys & More Direct 11
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Adjustable Nipple 
Clamps o
Revel in the mid-ground between 
pleasure and pain as you lose 
yourself to the slowly-intensifying 
sensations of these weighted 
nipple clamps. Adjustable 
pressure grips you during 
wear to escalate your 
sensitivity until you beg 
for your erotic release.

Code ST0369

£19.00

Riding Crop q
Enliven your bedroom 
bondage play with sensual 
strokes and punishing 
spanks from this slender 
Riding Crop whip. 
Acting as an extension 
to a twitching palm, the 
graceful length controls 
a thick leather tip to 
whip your body into full 
arousal.

Code ST0801

£34.00

Metal Handcuffs o
Shiny silver steel offers a firm 
grip on your wrists as you sink 
into sublime submission, keeping 
you bound and compliant with 
your lover’s desires. Enjoy the full 
Fifty Shades of Grey effect when 
you lose yourself in these silver 
handcuffs.

Code ST0799

£22.00

Satin Spanking  
Paddle o
This Satin Spanking Paddle 
is made of soft padded 
satin and firm faux leather, 
so you can therefore 
offer a dual sensation 
when using this elegant 
spanker. Start gently with 
the silky satin to awaken 
your flesh before building 
the sensation to firmer 
sharper spanks with the 
faux leather side for 
intensified play.

Code ST0985

£32.00

Fifty Shades Of Grey
Fifty Shades Of Grey is the official range of pleasure products and 
accessories approved by E L James. The toys described in the books 
have come to life and can now be enjoyed around the world!

only 
£26

Feather 
Tickler q
Allow your 
arousal to mount 
slowly under the 
expert touch of this 
soft feather tickler. 
Caressing your skin to 
attention as it teases 
your flesh, the plume 
of feathers leaves a 
trail of goosebumps 
in its wake to increase 
your sensitivity and 
excitement.

Code ST0798

£17.00

Satin Flogger p
A vision in black and metallic 
silver, this faux leather Satin 
Flogger whip stands out against 
traditional bondage gear as 
an exquisite tool of sadism. 
Delivering teasing strokes 
and sharp licks, this whip 
intensifies passions and indulges 
submissive fantasies.

Code ST0802  £26.00

only 
£19 only 

£17

only 
£22

only 
£32

Top
Seller!

only 
£34
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Fifty Shades Of Grey

o Feel It Vibrating Cock Ring
This is a smooth silicone 

cock ring with 
incredibly powerful 
vibrations. Strong 
and stretchy for a 
snug fit, the ring 

keeps him harder 
for longer and sends 

delicious sensations 
straight to her clitoris. 
Press the button on the 
side of the bullet to set 
the waves of vibration 

pulsating through the toy.

Code ST2083  £19.00

Nipple 
Suckers q
Discover the 
arousal-boosting 
intensity of 
a little subtle 
suction with this 
set of two nipple teasers. Squeeze and release over 
areolae to create a gentle vacuum that increases size 
and sensitivity. Run a touch of water-based lubricant 
around the rim of each teaser before application to 
ensure a perfect seal. Once in place the air pressure 
boosts blood flow to create delicious  
tingling sensations.

Code ST2085  £16.00

Adjustable Cock Ring p
Realise your peak potential during shared encounters 
with this slide-to-fit adjustable ring designed to help 
enhance erections and optimise staying power. 
Experience the perfect comfort of a totally tailored  
fit as the toggle-hold enables you to pick the precise 
size to suit you.

Code ST2082  £16.00

Finger Ring Vibrator q
Designed for nimble stimulation and 
powered by a single-speed bullet, the 
soft silicone casing of this finger vibrator 
features a slender stimulator with 
textured tip for extra sensations.  
A loop keeps the vibrator pressed 
against your index for five-finger 
freedom and total dexterity.

Code ST2084

£19.00

only £19

only £16

only £19

only £16

Vibrating Nipple Clamps q
Gentle sensation becomes body-
trembling titillation with this set of 
bullet-powered vibrating nipple teasers. 
Velvet-soft silicone features a slide-to-fit 
toggle that holds without pinching, 
so you feel nothing but stunning 
stimulation. As the vibrations begin, 
nerve-endings alight in your nipples 
before firing head-to-toe desire.

Code ST2086  

£26.00

Top
Seller!

Fantastic 
Value!

only £26
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PowerBullet
PowerBullet is famous for its magnificent power, focusing on 
providing consumers with the fiercest energy. Operating on the 
toughest lithium ion batteries, PowerBullet knows how to make 
hearts start racing!

PowerBullet 
Breeze Flow q
The Breeze Flow range of 5" 
vibrators are super slim and 
silky smooth. Long lasting, 
powerful and exquisite, they 
have 3 speeds, and are 
wireless and waterproof.

Black Code ST1613

White Code ST1614

Lavender Code ST1615

£13.00 each

PowerBullet Frisky Finger o
The Frisky Finger keeps couples close 
together in every sense 
of the word! This 
is a true unisex 
stimulator – clitoral, 
anal, or vaginal 
stimulation for her,  
and anal, perineum,  
or testicular stimulation 
for him!

Blue Code ST1606

Purple Code ST1607

Pink Code ST1608

£12.00 each

PowerBullet  
Booty Beads 2 q

These Booty Beads bend in 
any and every direction 
– feel the vibrations tip 
to tip as every bead 
vibrates. All new silky soft 
breeze material makes 
this the most diverse and 
flexible anal toy on the 
planet. Try it yourself!

Black Code ST1609

Pink Code ST1610

Lavender Code ST1611

£22.00 each

PowerBullet 
Tingling Tongue q
The Tingling Tongue is a discreet 
and powerful finger vibrator in the 
shape of a mini tongue. This quiet 
multi-speed vibe is waterproof, 
and it’s flickering jelly tongue 
delivers powerful pulsations 
to your most sensitive spots! 
A unisex stimulator – clitoral, 
anal, or vaginal stimulation for 
her, and anal, perineum, or 
testicular stimulation for him!

Purple Code ST1604

Pink Code ST1605

£12.00 each

Fantastic 
Value!

only £13

only £12 only £12

only £22
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Bodywand
Bodywand personal massagers are made for every part of your body. They have a distinctly 
modern feel, and are engineered for strong and continuous stimulation to help you relax.

Bodywand Mini Massagers
These massagers have a simple one finger  
control, a flexible neck, and multi direction usage.  
Length: 10.2cm, Width: 1.9cm, Head: 2.5cm

Bodywand Midnight  
Plug-In Massager q
Never run out of batteries and get 
unlimited enjoyment. Dial into your 
desired speed 
with pinpoint 
accuracy –  
the soft touch 
high quality 
material is 
engineered 
for strong and 
continuous 
stimulation.  
Colour: Black  
Length: 25.4cm  
Width: 3.8cm  
Head: 5.1cm

Code ST2029

£49.00

p Aqua 
Code ST2025 
£21.00

Orange p 
Code ST2026 
£21.00

p Gold 
Code ST2027 
£25.00

Silver p 
Code ST2028 
£25.00

p Glow In The Dark 
Code ST2024 
£25.00

only £21

only £21

only £25

only £25

only £25

only £49

Bodywand Rechargeable 
USB Massager q
With a contoured massage head and 
made from velvet-touch material, 
the concentrated 
vibration provides 
therapeutic relief 
exactly where 
you need it. 
This massager 
is quiet and 
designed with 
subdued  
sound levels.  
USB rechargeable.  
Colour: Pink.  
Length: 15.2cm  
Width: 3.2cm  
Head: 3.2cm

Code ST2030

£49.00

only £49
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Colt Toys

o Colt Xtreme  
Turbo Bullet

An ergonomically designed 
universal waterproof silver 

bullet with a 2-speed 
push button control. 

Intensive stimulation 
for your erogenous 
anal zone!

Code GT1540

£16.00

Colt Hefty Probe: Black q
Simply pump this inflatable soft latex 
anal probe to the size you like for 
customised anal pleasure. The more  
you pump, the fuller you feel.

Code GT1550

£23.00

Colt Power 
Drill Balls: 
Black q
Eight different 
sized balls with 
bulging ribs to 
give you the 
ultimate kick. 
The material is 
firm yet pliable 
and, with the 
sturdy hand 
ring, you can 
direct the 
Power Balls 
to your most 
sensitive 
pleasure 
points and 
pull them out 
again.

Code 
GT1537

£21.00

only £16 only £23

Fantastic 
Value!

Colt Leather Straps
The Colt Leather Strap range are all made from soft and supple high quality black 
leather, are hand double stitched, and have very secure fully adjustable snaps.

Adjustable 
5 Snap 
Leather 
Strap q
Code 
GT0488 
£13.00

r Leather 
Cock & 
Ball Domed 
Strap
Code 
GT0494
£19.00

8 Snap 
Fastener 
Leather 
Strap q
Code 
GT0489
£15.00

r Leather 
H-Piece 
Divider 

Strap
Code 

GT0498
£18.00

only £18 only £15

only £13 only £21only £19

Top
Seller!

Fantastic 
Value!
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Cunter o
A powerful and ultra quiet 
waterproof vibrator with seven 
wild modes. Diameter 3.5cm, 
length 13.5cm.

Black Code 
GT0922
Blue Code 
GT0923

£31.00 
each

Giletti q
A stimulating anal chain 
that gives lots of variety 
and pleasure. The 
handle at the top 
allows easy control 
so you can go as 
deep as you dare. 
Diameter 2 to 
3.5cm, length 
21cm.

Black Code 
GT0926
Blue Code 
GT0927
£19.00 
each

Cassini o
A powerful and ultra quiet 
waterproof vibrator with seven 
wild modes. Diameter 3.5cm, 
length of 16cm.

Black Code GT0920
Blue Code GT0921
£31.00 each

Putin o
An extra large butt plug for 
discovering new anal delights. 
The ring in the end gives you 
100% control. Diameter 4.6cm, 
length 12cm.

Black Code 
GT0928

Blue Code 
GT0929

£22.00 
each

Danus o
A solid butt plug with three 
ripples for the most intense anal 
stimulation and a smooth round 
tip for easy insertion. Diameter 
3.2cm, length 10cm.

Black Code GT0924

Blue Code GT0925

£18.00 each

Rollie o
A cock ring made to be placed 
around the penis and testicles, 
and designed to give a longer 
erection plus a gentle massage 

of the perineum during sex.

Black Code GT0930

Blue Code GT0931

£16.00 each

ManzzToys

only £31

only £19only £22

ManzzzToys provide the extra stimulation many men crave from 
sex toys, with their special shapes, innovative designs and premium 
materials. ManzzzToys products are made of 100% medical-grade 
high-quality silicone that feels as soft as natural skin, warms quickly 
and stays warm longer. The material is odourless, flavourless,  
non-porous and easy to clean with simple warm water and mild soap.

only £18

only £16

only £31
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p King Cock Skin: No Balls
6" Code: GT2040  £19.00

7" Code: GT2041  £22.00

8" Code: GT2042  £28.00

9" Code: GT2043  £34.00

10" Code: GT2044  £42.00

King Cock Skin: With Balls o
7" Code: GT2045  £29.00

8" Code: GT2046  £34.00

9" Code: GT2047  £36.00

10" Code: GT2048  £41.00

11" Code: GT2049  £49.00

12" Code: GT2050  £65.00

King Cock Skin: Double Trouble q
Small Code: GT2051  £22.00

Medium Code: GT2052  £26.00

Large Code: GT2053  £35.00

King Cock
If you want your dildo to look and feel just like the rock-hard stud you’ve always fantasized about, 
then get down with King Cock. Every vein, every shaft, and every head is carefully handcrafted 
with exquisite detail to give you the most realistic experience ever imagined. The powerful suction 
cup base sticks to nearly any flat surface and makes every dildo harness compatible. Made in 
Pipedream’s state-of-the-art rubber manufacturing facility, every King Cock  
is phthalate-free, latex-free, body-safe, and hypoallergenic.

from £19

from £29

from £22

Fantastic 
Value!
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King Cock Vibrating o
6" Skin Code: GT2165  £31.00

7" Skin Code: GT2166  £33.00

8" Skin Code: GT2167  £35.00

9" Skin Code: GT2168  £37.00

10" Skin Code: GT2169  £39.00

King Cock Vibrating With Balls p
7" Skin Code: GT2170  £38.00

8" Skin Code: GT2171  £39.00

9" Skin Code: GT2172  £42.00

10" Skin Code: GT2173  £46.00

King Cock
King Cock vibrating dildos are the most realistic vibrating cocks in the world! Every vein, every 
shaft and every head is handcrafted with exquisite attention to detail to give you the most lifelike 
experience imagined. The posable shafts allow you to bend the vibe to conform to your body’s 
contours, while the powerful motor whisks you away. The super-strong removable suction cup 
bases stick to nearly any flat surface – you can even take these waterproof vibes into the shower 
to turn bath time into playtime.

only £29

King Cock Double Vibrating  
Double Penetrator o
This skin/flesh coloured Double Vibrating Double 
Penetrator with suction cup has two fully bendable 
vibrating cocks for maximum variation and pleasure!

Code GT2175  £51.00

King Cock Double Penetrator  
(not vibrating) o
This skin/flesh coloured Double Penetrator has two 
fully bendable cocks (not vibrating) for maximum 
variation and pleasure!

Code GT2174  £29.00

from £31

from £38

Removable 
Suction 

Cup
For the 

ultimate 
manual 

stimulation!
Posable Spine

Bend the cock to your favourite shape 
for maximum stimulation!

Super-Powerful 
Suction Cup 
Base
For an extremely 
strong grip on 
most flat surfaces.
CAUTION: Always  
use the ‘Release Tab’ 
to remove the suction 
cup after use.

only £51
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p Real Feel 
Deluxe #2
6½" Vibe.

Code GT0412

£31.00

p Real Feel 
Deluxe #3 
7" Vibe.

Code GT0896

£31.00

p Real Feel 
Deluxe #7
9" Vibe.

Code GT0552

£39.00

Real Feel 
Deluxe #10 o
10" Vibe.

Code GT0667

£58.00

p Real Feel 
Deluxe #11
11" Vibe.

Code GT0848

£62.00

Real Feel Deluxe
Enjoy the Real Feel of velvet-soft lifelike skin with these incredibly realistic vibes. 
Meticulously designed with a pronounced head, bulging veins, and free-hanging balls,  
the super-lifelike shapes, textures, and colours of these vibes truly look and feel like the 
real thing! Made with phthalate-free Fanta Flesh, the squishy material mimics the softness 
of real skin and is completely body-safe.The ultra-strong suction-cup base sticks to nearly 
any smooth flat surface for a wall-banging good time! Insert the required batteries, screw 
the base completely on, and the vibe will immediately turn on to offer powerful vibrations! 
To power down, simply unscrew the cap and the vibe will turn off. Take these completely 
waterproof vibes into the shower, tub, or spa and turn bath time into pleasure time!

only £58

only £62
only £39

only £31

only £31

Fantastic 
Value!

Top
Seller!
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Basix Dildos & Dongs - Bigger Selection

only 
£27

only 
£21

only 
£26

only 
£35

only 
£23 only 

£25

p 8" Suction Cup Dong
Flesh Code ST0517

Black Code ST0518

Clear Code ST0245

£23.00 each

12" Double Dong q
Flesh Code GT1643

Black Code GT1644

Clear Code GT1645

Pink Code ST0514  £21.00 each

16" Double Dong q
Flesh Code GT1640

Black Code GT1641

Clear Code GT1642

Pink Code ST0515  £26.00 each

10" Suction Cup Dong o
Flesh Code GT1664

Black Code GT1663

Clear Code GT1662

£27.00 each

12" Suction Cup Dong p
Flesh Code ST0863

Black Code ST0862

Clear Code GT1665

£35.00 each

9" Suction Cup Dong p
Flesh Code ST0519

Black Code ST0520

£25.00 each

Top
Seller!
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Sport Fucker Half Guard o
Similar to the original Sport Fucker Sport ring, the 
Half Guard has an added splitter that will push your 
nuts out and prolong your erection. Made from 
super stretch Flex TPR, which is super strong and 
comfortable and can be stretched by up to 400%!

Black Code GT0458

Clear Code GT0474

Ice Blue Code GT0483 

Red Code GT0594 

White Code GT0601 

Yellow Code GT0603 

£19.00 each

Sport Fucker Skater Boyz o
Do you like the stretch of Flex TPR but miss the 
weight? Now you can have both with the Sport Fucker 
Skater Boyz rings. These are thick wide donuts in the 
shape of a skateboard wheel and can be worn as a 
cock ring, or you can stack them up.

Black Code GT0604

Blue Code GT0608 

Clear Code GT0609 

Red Code GT0610 

£19.00 each

Sport Fucker Silicone Nipple Suckers o
Get ready to have your nipples sucked with these 
Nipple Suckers. You will love the simple way they 
work – with just a push of the middle of the cylinder 
your tits get pulled. These are the heftiest strongest 
flexible suckers around so they are going to stay put – 
even during pounding action! This 30mm size is good 
for the intermediate tit player, while the 39mm size is 
for pro tit pigs as they are big enough to work with 
pierced nipples – plus deliver twice the suck.

30mm Code GT0616  £19.00

39mm Code GT0617  £23.00

Sport Fucker Epic Hard On Ring Kit o
This Ring Kit will have you at attention in no time.  
It contains two sizes of oval rings (35mm and 40mm), 
so there will be no worries about what size you may 
need. Made of 100% pure silicone, the design is  
made to keep you super hard!

Black Code GT1594

Blue Code GT0439 

Red Code GT0453 

£21.00 each

Sport Fucker

only £19

only £19

only £21

from £19Fantastic 
Value!

Top
Seller!
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Sport Fucker  
TPR Ergo Ball Stretchers o
Sport Fucker have released an ergonomically 
designed ball stretcher made to comfortably hug your 
ball sack as well as the base of your cock. Unlike other 
ball stretchers on the market, these Stretchers are soft 
and stretchy – and therefore will not squeeze your nuts 
too hard. Each pack contains two sizes – one short 
and one long – so there is no need to worry about 
which size you need. You can even wear both! Made 
from the same super soft TPR blend as the Sport 
Fucker CockRing.

Black Code GT0969

Clear Code GT0968

Red Code GT0322 

Hard Blue Code GT0321

White Code GT0058

£23.00 each

only £23

Sport Fucker
Sport Fucker o
Sport Fucker is the most universal cock and ball toy 
on the market. You can wear it so many different ways 
that it will surely become your favourite cockring. It is 
made from a TPR blend that not only feels supple and 
soft, but this fucker can stretch out over four times its 
size! Add a second Sport Fucker and the possibilities 
are almost endless of what you can do with them!

Black  Code GT0906

Clear  Code GT0907

Glow  Code GT0908

Hard Blue Code GT0909

Metal  Code GT0910

Red  Code GT0911 

White Party Code GT0912

Yellow  Code GT0913

£17.00 each

only £17
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XLSucker Cockrings & More
XLSucker Stretchy Cockrings o
Perform like a stud with this great value pack of three 
Stretchy Cockrings! Super stretchy, durable, and 
phthalates free, 
these stretchy 
cockrings are 
skin safe and 
look great on 
your man tool.

Code  
ST0949

£11.00

XLSucker Beaded Cockrings o
For a super hard erection, these beaded cockrings 
come in three sizes, so you can use only one or all 
three at the same 
time! Small 
ring – maximum 
erection. Medium 
ring – hard 
erections. Large 
ring – encircle 
the upper part 
of your scrotum 
to help prevent 
premature 
ejaculation.

Code 
ST0950

£11.00

XLSucker  
Masturbation Sleeve o
This Masturbation Sleeve is 
designed for maximum pleasure! 
Soft and stretchy, it is transparent 
for visual stimulation and open 
ended for easy cleaning. 
The material conforms to 
your shaft, making the bumps 
stimulate your cock.

Code 
ST0951

£13.00

p XLSucker Vibrating 
Tongue Cockring
The Vibrating Tongue Cockring 
has a tongue-shaped extension 
tongue to give her orgasms that 
she won’t forget! Seven great 
vibration functions.

Code ST0953  £14.00

XLSucker Vibrating  
Clit Flicker Cockring o
This male enhancement device 
provides maximum pleasure for 
both you and your partner.  
The powerful vibrations stimulate 
your partner to intense orgasms, 
while the stretchy inner ring 
helps you maintain your erection. 
Seven vibration functions and 
super stretchy.

Code ST0952  £14.00

only 
£14

only 
£11 only 

£11

Fantastic 
Value!
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New From Bathmate
Bathmate  
Power Rings
Bathmate Power Rings 
are phthalate free,  
skin-safe, and made  
with elastomex – a 
unique trademarked 
blend of TPE and TPR. 
They are designed to be 
the toughest and most 
flexible male ring on the 
market, to boost your 
erection and enhance 
your performance.  
Let Bathmate Power 
Rings give you the 
warrior’s edge!

Bathmate Vibe Rings
A new and improved Elastomex formula, combined with a small yet powerful 3-speed vibrating bullet allows you to 
feel every vibration. Designed with enhanced stimulation in mind, the Bathmate Vibe Ring range will boost your power, 
performance and pleasure. They all have a USB rechargeable battery.

Spartan o
Code SP2189

£10.00

Tickle p
With its unique texture designed for intense stimulation 
for both you and your partner, Tickle can be worn 
facing upwards or downwards to hit the desired spot.

Code SP2192  £39.00

Stretch q
Designed to imitate the 
tightening sensation felt just 
prior to climax. By resisting 
the natural contraction of 
the scrotum the Stretch 
provides you with a 
longer lasting, 
more powerful 
orgasm.

Code SP2194

£39.00

r Eight 
Designed to be 
worn around 

the penis and 
scrotum, with 
the rechargeable 
vibrating bullet 
providing waves of 
pleasure throughout 
the erogenous zone.

Code SP2193

£39.00

Strength q
The unique 
construction of the 
Strength heightens 
pleasure by 
constricting the 
flow of blood.

Code SP2195

£39.00

Gladiator o
Code SP2190

£10.00

Barbarian o
Code SP2191

£10.00

only 
£10 only 

£10 only 
£10

NEW

NEW

NEW

only 
£39

only 
£39

NEW

NEW

NEW

only 
£39

only 
£39
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The Bathmate penis pump is the world’s first water-based device for enlarging the penis, with 
instant sustainable results – and it’s a whole lot of fun too! The device is filled with water and 
placed over the penis, sealing at the base against your body. The gaiter acts as both a seal 
and as the pump mechanism. As you compress the device against your body, excess water 
is expelled causing a hydro vacuum which is much stronger than you could create with an air 
based vacuum pump. Over time it is thought that most individuals can gain between 1-3 inches 
in length with a 25% increase in girth!

Bathmate

Hercules q 
The original and best 
selling penis enhancer 
in three great colours.

Blue 
Code SP0027

Clear 
Code SP0852

Red 
Code SP0854

£86.00 each

Hydromax X30 q 
Greater suction than the 
Hercules and suitable 
for average penis sizes 
up to 7½" in length 
and 2" in erect girth. 
Bathmate’s best-selling 
size.

Clear 
Code SP1780

Blue 
Code SP1781

Red 
Code SP1782

£115.00 each

Hydromax X20 q 
Greater suction than 
the Hercules and made 
especially for below 
average penis sizes 
under 5½" and/or under 
1½" in erect girth. You 
gain a lot quicker than 
using bigger pumps.

Blue 
Code SP0614

Clear 
Code SP0402

Red 
Code SP0551

£110.00 each

Hydromax X40 q 
Wider and deeper than 
the X30 for even better 
pumping. Suitable for 
men over 7½" long 
and/or over 2" in girth.

Clear 
Code SP1898

Blue 
Code SP1899

Red 
Code SP0964

£149.00 each

only £86

only £149

only £110

Top
Seller!only £115
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Now it’s easier than ever to pump your cock to a bigger and better size! The XLSucker range 
of Penis Pumps comprise of a plastic cylinder that fits over your penis and helps you get an 
erection – or a bigger erection – by suction. As the air in the cylinder is sucked out, the vacuum 
pulls your penis into the cylinder and more blood rushes into the penis. After removing the 
cylinder, the result is a temporarily bigger dick and a more impressive erection! Built to add 
length and girth to the penis, or to achieve and maintain an erection, your XLSucker creates 
a vacuum in the chamber which then draws blood to the penis making it larger. Pump users 
usually report an increase in their length or girth after regular penis pump usage.

XLSucker Pumps

XLSucker 
Digital Penis 
Pump q
This model has a 
high technology 
digital PSI reader 
with blue backlight 
design, an air 
release press 
button, and a 
handy automatic 
electronic trigger.

Code ST0945

£44.00

XLSucker 
Automatic 
Penis Pump 
q
This model 
has a handy 
automatic 
electronic 
trigger and a 
push button 
air pressure 
release.

Code ST0944

£36.00

only 
£44

only 
£23

XLSucker Penis 
Pump q
This is the basic 
model, available in 
three different colours.

Transparent  
Code ST0946

Black  
Code ST0947 

Blue  
Code ST0948

£23.00 each

Fantastic 
Value!

only 
£36
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Pump Worx
Penis Head Enlarger o
By applying direct vacuum suction on the most 
sensitive area of your cock, the Penis Head 
Enlarger feels just like a real blowjob! The tight 
PVC sleeve wraps tight around your head and 
clings to your shaft, creating a super-strong 
vacuum that produces maximum results.

Smoke Code ST2120  £21.00

Blow ’N Grow  
Penis Pump q
Get the size and confidence 
you’ve always dreamt about 
as you watch your cock 
grow bigger and thicker than 
ever before! By surrounding 
your entire shaft with direct 
vacuum suction, the Blow 
’N Grow Penis Pump feels 
just like a real blowjob – only 
better! The super-soft TPR 
pleasure sleeve wraps tight 
around you, clinging to your 
entire cock to create a super-
strong vacuum that produces 
maximum results. You will 
quickly discover throbbing 
rock-hard erections that 
feel great with no midway 
performance let downs!

Smoke  
Code ST2122  

£51.00

r Cock Trainer 
Pump System
Increase your size and 
confidence without 

dangerous medications 
or expensive surgeries 
with this safe and easy-
to-use Cock Trainer 
Pump System. With 

each pull of the Sure-
Grip pump trigger, 
your pleasure rod will 
grow bigger, thicker, 
and swell with power. 
This amazing training 
system is perfect 
for beginners and 

includes three soft 
PVC sleeves that gradually increase in diameter. Start out 
with the smallest opening sleeve and work your way up to 
the biggest donut.

Smoke Code ST2121  £30.00

Pro Power Auto-Vac Pump o
This hands-free auto-powered penis pump is the 
easy way to instantly enlarge your penis without 
any negative side-effects. Just sit back, relax, 
and let the battery-powered pump do all the work 
for you! With the push of a button, the powerful 
motor creates a super-strong vacuum inside the 
chamber, forcing your 
erection to quickly 
expand its length and 
girth. Simply insert 
your penis into the 
tube, press the power 
button, and cycle 
between three speeds 
of suction as you 
watch your pleasure 

rod swell with 
power!

Smoke 
Code ST2123  

£58.00

only £58

only £30

only £21

only £51
Thin TPR suction 
sleeve grips and 
strokes every inch!
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Beginner’s  
Vibrating Pump q
The clear vacuum tube 
allows you to watch your 
cock grow, and the quick-
release valve relieves 
pressure with a push of the 
button. Choose a speed 
on the vibrating bullet and 
enjoy extra stimulation while 
you pump up your pleasure 
rod – it sucks, pumps and 
vibrates!

Clear Code ST2010 

£26.00

Silicone  
Power Pump q
Similar to the Beginner’s 
Power Pump, but with a 
silicone opening instead 

of PVC. The silicone sleeve 
feels great against your 
cock while providing extra 
stimulation.

Clear Code ST2009 

£22.00
Beginner’s  
Power Pump p
A great economic starter pump for first time pumping 
experiences. With each squeeze of the medical-style 
pump ball, your pleasure rod will swell with power. 
Once you penetrate the smooth flexible PVC opening, 
you’ll quickly discover throbbing rock-hard erections 
that will feel great and will last.

Smoke Code ST2006 

Clear Code ST2007 

Purple Code ST2008 

£15.00 each

Pump Worx

only £15 only £22

only £26

Pipedream’s line of Pump 
Worx products are very  
well-designed and offer all the 
essentials for penis pumping. 
Whether its full-blown pro 
pump kits or their great 
beginner line, Pipedream 
makes vacuum pumps that 
will fulfil all needs.

Top
Seller!

Fantastic 
Value!

Fantastic 
Value!
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GMax Power Caps q
GMax Power Caps (formerly known as  
Gold MAX) are a completely safe and 
effective herbal viagra substitute for 
men who suffer from loss of desire 
or erection difficulties. Works in 30 
minutes with no unpleasant side 
effects. Contains a unique blend of 
natural Chinese herbal ingredients, 
designed specifically to enhance male 
sexual performance.

 5 Tablet pack Code SP0066 £22.00

 10 Tablet pack Code SP0323 £37.00

 20 Tablet pack Code SP0324 £67.00

V-XL Instant o
Works In Minutes – Lasts For Hours!
What makes V-XL Instant so powerful is its unique under the tongue 
technology. A brand new concept in male sexual virility using fast 
action absorption, V-XL Instant is a high end market brand, with the 
look and feel that is expected of such a unique product.

V-XL Instant is placed under the tongue where it dissolves quickly. 
As it is taken directly into the blood stream, 
it is more effective and faster acting than 
capsules. The effect can be evident in as 
little as 5 minutes and it has no 
unpleasant side effects! 
Each pack contains 10 
doses of V-XL Instant, 
although a Sampler 
Pack of 2 doses is also 
available.

 10 Dose pack 
Code SP0325 
£72.00

 2 Dose sampler pack 
Code SP0328 
£27.00

V-XL Desensitiser  
Spray Delay 100 o
V-XL Desensitiser Spray Delay 100 is 
an outstanding product for delaying 
ejaculation and prolonging sexual 
pleasure. 100% 
natural, it is safe 
and effective, and 
is simple and easy 
to use. Last longer 
by keeping your 
erection hard. 
Pocket sized 12ml 
spray for absolute 
discretion.

Code  
SP2098

£12.00

Performance Pills... that work!
NO prescription required • NO nasty side effects

from 
£22

only 
£12from 

£27

Top
Seller!
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Last Longer!

Female Arousal!
ON Natural Arousal  
Oil For Her q
A revolutionary new  
product that enhances 
sexual pleasure in women. 
After applying 1 to 2 drops 
to the clitoris, it produces 
several sensations that 
cause arousal, moistening, 
and orgasms that are 
quicker, longer-lasting,  
and more frequent.

Code SP1600
£18.00

r Sustain  
Performance Gel 

A unique product designed 
to both enhance your 

erection and allow you to 
last longer than ever before. 
Longer and harder! What a 
combination!

1 Tube  
Code SP0049  £25.00

3 Tubes  
Code SP0050  £50.00  
(SAVE £25)

Orgasm Plus Gel  
For Women q
Designed to bring a woman 
to new heights of orgasmic 
intensity by enhancing 
blood flow and sensitivity 
in the female clitoris. 
Massage liberally into 
the genital area as a part 
of foreplay to allow the 
active ingredients to 
work their magic!

Code SP0041 
£25.00

Stud 100 q
Join thousands of other satisfied 
users! Just a small squirt of this 
effective spray and you will keep 
your erection as long as you want.

Code SP0048 

£14.00

r China Brush 
This legendary blend of 
precious oil and secret oriental 
ingredients helps create 
excellent erections and staying 
power. Just massage into your 
cock 15 minutes prior to sex.

Code SP0036 

£22.00

from 
£25

only 
£14

only 
£22

Retarding Gel q
Last longer than ever before, 
plus increase your confidence 
and pleasure. Massage into 
your penis 15 minutes before 
intercourse to gain new  
found power!

Code SP0047 

£20.00

only £20
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Bigger and Harder Erections!
Black Label Penis 
Power Cream  
(strength JJJ) q
A terrific penis development 
and erection cream that works 
equally well for those seeking 
to create stronger erections or 
as part of a penis enlargement 
programme. This amazing 
product encourages blood 
flow into the penis, which 
in turn aids the erection 
process!

Code SP0035

£15.00

Red Label Penis 
Power Gel  
(strength JJJJ) q
A super strength penis 
and erection gel. Use with 
caution and as directed to 
get a boner built to last. 
Powerful stuff!

Code SP0046 

£18.00

o Largo Gold Penis Gel 
(strength JJJJJ)
This is arguably the finest 
and strongest all-round penis 
enlargement, erection and 
conditioning gel. Extra strength 

ingredients help 
you create the 
biggest and 
hardest hard-on 
you have ever 
experienced!

1 Tube  
Code SP0037 
£25.00

3 Tubes  
Code SP0038 
£50.00  
(SAVE £25)

r Potence 
Plus Gold 
Cream
Invigorate your 
penis! Containing 
a naturally 
occurring amino 
acid (L-Arginine), 
this wonderful 
cream soaks 
into the deep 
tissues of the 
penis and 
combines with 
oxygen. The 
result is easier 
erections 
and greater 
pleasure!

1 Tube  
Code SP0042  £20.00

3 Tubes  
Code SP0043  £40.00 
(SAVE £20)

Intermate 
Luxury 
Formula 
Lubricant 
q
Blended 
from the 
most 
exquisite 
natural 
ingredients, 
this lubricant is not only 
sublimely slippery but conditions 
the skin as well. Safe for use with 
condoms and developer seals.

Code SP0053  £10.00

only £15 only £18

only 
£10

from 
£20

from 
£25

Top
Seller!

Fantastic 
Value!
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p Clean Stream Water 
Bottle Douche Kit
This cleansing kit is an easy-to-
use and effective cleaning system 
that has everything you need 
for a thorough and comfortable 
cleanse. This kit includes one 
tapered tip, one nozzle tip, one 
easy-hang hook, a flow control 
clamp, adapter, and 5 feet of 
flexible tubing. The water bottle is 
made of premium durable rubber 
and holds approximately 2 quarts 
of liquid.

Code  
GT2124 

£22.00

Clean Stream  
Enema Bulb o
For those who want a quick and 
easy fix, this Enema Bulb is a 
great option. Fluid is added to 
the bulb, the nozzle screws tight 
and you are ready to go. The 
nozzle is a screw-in system that 
insures a secure seal. This bulb 
is perfect for travelling and clean 
up is simple.

Blue  
Code  
GT0333

Red  
Code  
GT0648 

£14.00 
each

Clean Stream In-Line 
Bulb Enema Syringe o
This In-Line Bulb Accelerator is 
a Higginson syringe one-way 
pump. This bulb and nozzle 
combo sends liquid from one 
end submerged in liquid to the 
other end fitted with a tapered 
nozzle. The nozzle may be 
inserted into the rectum or into 
another device to give extra 
control to pump liquid in a 
steady stream.

Code GT0335 

£19.00

Clean Stream Quick & Easy  
Cleansing Kit o
This Essentials Enema Kit comes with everything you 
need so that you can immediately begin enjoying 
enema play yourself or with your partner. Just load 
up the 300ml bulb with your desired liquid and then 
proceed to give your partner (or yourself) an enema. 
Then use the anal pacifier 
plug to retain the 
fullness feeling 
and to be fully 
prepared for anal 
encounters. Both 
are made of 
high-quality 
silicone.

Code 
GT0337 

£31.00

Clean Stream Inflatable Enema Plug o
The Inflatable Enema Plug is an ingenious idea which 
is very simple to use. The smooth silicone plug slides 
easily into place and can be gently inflated using 
the hand bulb. When the desired level of inflation is 
achieved the plug’s base sits tight against the anus 
to create a water tight seal. Then water or other liquid 
can be introduced to the rectum, either by using one 
of the Clean Stream bag enema systems or an In-Line 
Accelerator Pump, creating a very satisfying 
feeling of being filled. Then, when the 
time comes to end the session, the 
pressure valve is released deflating 
the plug and releasing the fluid.

Code GT0336 

£46.00

Douches From Clean Stream

only 
£31

only 
£14

only 
£46

Top
Seller!

only 
£22
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H2O Lubricant o
The only water-based lube that 
feels just like silicone – a true 
pure longer lasting glide.

60ml 
Code 
SP0990 
£9.00

120ml 
Code 
SP0557 
£11.00

240ml 
Code  
SP1842 
£16.00

H2O Anal Lubricant o
An extra thick high viscosity 
formula for greater anal comfort. 
This water-based anal lube 
delivers pure sensual glide 
with no numbing 
agents or 
desensitizers.

60ml 
Code SP1975 
£9.00

120ml 
Code SP1976 
£11.00

240ml  
Code SP1977 
£16.00

H2O Cool Lubricant o
Experience an icy thrill and 
enhanced sensual pleasure –  
the cooling tingle starts on 

contact to 
heighten 
arousal while 
the lasting glide 
feels just like 
silicone.

60ml 
Code SP1971 
£10.00

120ml 
Code SP1972 
£12.00

H2O Cool  
Anal Lubricant o
A silky thicker water-based anal 
lube, but with a tingling burst of 

cool on contact 
as it is infused 
with French 
menthol.

60ml 
Code  
SP1978 
£10.00

120ml 
Code  
SP1979 
£12.00

H2O Warming  
Lubricant o
Unlike other warming lubes, 
the H2O Warming activates in 

seconds without 
blowing or rubbing. 
Feel an arousing 
spark of heat that 
excites the senses 
and heightens 
response!

60ml 
Code SP1973 
£10.00

120ml 
Code SP1974 
£12.00

H2O Warming  
Anal Lubricant o
A water-based anal lube with a 
warming sensation that starts on 
contact and an 
extra thick high 
viscosity formula 
for greater anal 
comfort.

60ml 
Code  
SP1980  
£10.00

120ml 
Code  
SP1981  
£12.00

System Jo
System Jo H2O water-based lubricants are all super long lasting,  
and never sticky or tacky. With no animal-based glycerin or animal  
by-products, they are 100% latex safe and compatible with all  
condoms and toys. They contain no silicone, wax or oil.

Fantastic 
Value!

from £10 from £10

from £9 from £10 from £10

from £9
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Gun Oil

r Gun Oil 
Force Recon 
100ml
Force Recon is 
a revolutionary 
speciality hybrid 
silicone gel that 
provides the lasting 
glide of silicone and the 
easy clean up of a water 
based formula. It is 
thick, no-drip, slick and 
smooth, and condom 
compatible.

Code GT0960

£18.00

Gun Oil H2O Water 
Based Lubricant q
The ideal double agent, this is 
a premier purified water-based 
lubricant that delivers super 
smooth, long-lasting glide with 
a wetter lighter weight feel than 
silicone. Condom compatible, 
unscented, flavour-free,  
and safe for toys.

120ml  
Code GT0961  £14.00

237ml  
Code GT0962  £21.00

Gun Oil Silicone 
Lubricant q
If the military issued a 
lubricant, then this is what 
they would distribute with 
the condoms and artillery. 
Made with a proprietary 
three-molecule silicone blend 
that keeps a Privates’ parts 
well lubricated. Condom 
compatible, unscented, 
flavour-free, and safe  
for toys.

120ml  
Code GT0963  £19.00

237ml  
Code GT0965  £31.00

r Gun Oil Stroke29 
Masturbation Cream
The Gun Oil intelligence team 
has created a top-secret cream 
that gets better the longer it’s 
deployed. Experience super-long 
glide that never breaks down, 
giving you an intense solo 
sensation experience. Vitamin 
E and Aloe Vera are added to 
minimize skin irritation and 
soften skin.

100ml  
Code GT0966  £17.00

200ml  
Code GT0939  £27.00

from 
£14

Following his return from Kuwait, a former Marine and founder of Gun Oil recalled soldiers 
using CLP liquid, usually used to keep firearms and other weapons clean and firing accurately, 
as a perfect personal lubricant when relief was necessary. Knowing of CLP’s long lasting 
properties, the founder greatly improved on this concept by changing the ingredients to a 
hypoallergenic, topically safe, user-friendly formula, ideally suited for heightening sexual 
pleasure when used for intercourse or personal use. The result is a selection of unsurpassed 
Gun Oil products that always deliver a highly satisfying experience and elevate the vital 
expression of masculine fulfilment.

from 
£19

from 
£17only 

£18Top
Seller!
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Offers great features, photo shoots and loads of gorgeous girls 
in their nylons and bedroom finery. Saucy, rude and sometimes 

downright dirty. Lots of strappy high-heeled shoes, two girl photo 
shoots, interviews, stories and much more.

No publication has came close to consistently producing a first 
class porn magazine that stands the test of time. Effortlessly cover-

ing all aspects of the sex industry with girls that will knock your 
socks off! Hardcore sets guaranteed in each issue.

Tight and hot, sexy, young bodies adorn these 2 magazines. 
Brace yourself for a real treat, as the sucking, fucking & dildo 

play you’ll see inside will blow your mind. 
These girls are hot!!

2 brand new British publications featuring ordinary British 
girls showing off their rude bits in a number of public 

places. Plus their most outrageous 
sexual confessions.

Leg Sex & Leg Scene Best of Hustler 2 Pack

Purely Legal 2 PackCHaste & Flashers

2 brand new British publications featuring ordinary British 

Offers great features, photo shoots and loads of gorgeous girls 

2 brand new British publications featuring ordinary British 2 brand new British publications featuring ordinary British 

socks off! Hardcore sets guaranteed in each issue.socks off! Hardcore sets guaranteed in each issue.

places. Plus their most outrageous 

 RRP £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£12.00
CODE: DE9721

 RRP £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9722

 USUAL PRICE £12.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9723

 USUAL PRICE £16.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9712
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Offers great features, photo shoots and loads of gorgeous girls 
in their nylons and bedroom finery. Saucy, rude and sometimes 

downright dirty. Lots of strappy high-heeled shoes, two girl photo 
shoots, interviews, stories and much more.

No publication has came close to consistently producing a first 
class porn magazine that stands the test of time. Effortlessly cover-

ing all aspects of the sex industry with girls that will knock your 
socks off! Hardcore sets guaranteed in each issue.

Tight and hot, sexy, young bodies adorn these 2 magazines. 
Brace yourself for a real treat, as the sucking, fucking & dildo 

play you’ll see inside will blow your mind. 
These girls are hot!!

2 brand new British publications featuring ordinary British 
girls showing off their rude bits in a number of public 

places. Plus their most outrageous 
sexual confessions.

Leg Sex & Leg Scene Best of Hustler 2 Pack

Purely Legal 2 PackCHaste & Flashers

2 brand new British publications featuring ordinary British 

Offers great features, photo shoots and loads of gorgeous girls 

2 brand new British publications featuring ordinary British 2 brand new British publications featuring ordinary British 

socks off! Hardcore sets guaranteed in each issue.socks off! Hardcore sets guaranteed in each issue.

places. Plus their most outrageous 

 RRP £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£12.00
CODE: DE9721

 RRP £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9722

 USUAL PRICE £12.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9723

 USUAL PRICE £16.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9712

These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex 
photographs of mature women.  Each issue comes with dozens of 
photo sets, each featuring eager Milfs in explicit sex action. They 
also include some nice interviews, reader letters, fantasies and 

adult erotic stories.

Each magazine features 7 different photo shoots that are gloriously 
explicit. Anything goes for these sex hungry nympho’s as they 

showcase all their sexual skills and literally bend over backwards 
for your enjoyment. Also included is a steaming 

hot erotic story.

Each of these titles from across the pond feature luscious, 
lithe Asian beauties in full hardcore photo-spreads. They 
typically have about 7 different girls plus there’s always 

a story to enjoy!

40 PLUS Vamps 2 Pack Next Door Hotties

Asian Girl 2 Mag Pack

These magazines feature nude, erotic and hardcore sex 

Each of these titles from across the pond feature luscious, 

for your enjoyment. Also included is a steaming for your enjoyment. Also included is a steaming 

 RRP £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9724

 USUALLY £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9725

 USUAL PRICE £15.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9714

Fresh, new faces and the pretty pussies that belong to them fill 
these magazines. There are plenty of hot, hard solo pictorials of 
skinny flatties, panty play and supple sluts. There’s something 

for every teen lover!

Barely Legal 2 Pack

 USUALLY £15.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9726
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Penthouse Letters Triple PackFull Colour Contact Mags
BUY ALL 3 FOR £16

TopShelf Triple Pack

Offers you the readers’ own 
sizzling tales of forbidden desires, 

insatiable needs and unspoken 
lusts, as well as explosive erotic 

fiction. Explicit pictures also 
accompany the letters in 

Penthouse which really help bring 
the tales to life. A4 size.

3 x A5 size full-colour contact 
magazines full of advertisers 
looking for like-minded indi-

viduals. Direct contact numbers, 
photos  and descriptions 

provided, plus punter reviews, 
articles and letters.

Three of the most famous titles in the 
adult world and packed full of the 

hottest British totty plus the odd 
stunner from across the pond! 

With a careful blend of tantalizing 
and provocative features and the 

sexiest women. These are the UK’s 
most popular glamour magazines 

and never disappoint.

 RRP £21.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR ONLY

£12.00
CODE: DE9716

 BUY ALL 3 FOR ONLY

£16.00
CODE: DE9730

 RRP £15.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR ONLY

£11.00
CODE: DE9732

Razzle’s Amateur 3 Pack

In print for over 20 years & featuring 
britain’s horniest babes and readers’ 
wives, Razzle concentrates on bring-

ing you the Girl-Next-Door - beautiful, 
fresh, natural girls whose attitudes 

towards sex and their own sexuality 
are very liberal indeed. 

A very brash adult magazine.

 RRP £15.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR ONLY

£10.00
CODE: DE9731
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Penthouse Letters Triple PackFull Colour Contact Mags
BUY ALL 3 FOR £16

TopShelf Triple Pack

Offers you the readers’ own 
sizzling tales of forbidden desires, 

insatiable needs and unspoken 
lusts, as well as explosive erotic 

fiction. Explicit pictures also 
accompany the letters in 

Penthouse which really help bring 
the tales to life. A4 size.

3 x A5 size full-colour contact 
magazines full of advertisers 
looking for like-minded indi-

viduals. Direct contact numbers, 
photos  and descriptions 

provided, plus punter reviews, 
articles and letters.

Three of the most famous titles in the 
adult world and packed full of the 

hottest British totty plus the odd 
stunner from across the pond! 

With a careful blend of tantalizing 
and provocative features and the 

sexiest women. These are the UK’s 
most popular glamour magazines 

and never disappoint.

 RRP £21.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR ONLY

£12.00
CODE: DE9716

 BUY ALL 3 FOR ONLY

£16.00
CODE: DE9730

 RRP £15.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR ONLY

£11.00
CODE: DE9732

Razzle’s Amateur 3 Pack

In print for over 20 years & featuring 
britain’s horniest babes and readers’ 
wives, Razzle concentrates on bring-

ing you the Girl-Next-Door - beautiful, 
fresh, natural girls whose attitudes 

towards sex and their own sexuality 
are very liberal indeed. 

A very brash adult magazine.

 RRP £15.00
BUY ALL 3 FOR ONLY

£10.00
CODE: DE9731

Men pushing women to the limit. These girls won’t be involved in 
any stronger action than his! Each issue features at least 

8 super strong pictorials.

Smooth is a magazine that features people from all walks of life who all share 
the same enthusiasm for dressing up in their favourite fetish outfits; shiny 
macks, skin-tight rubber, thigh-high boots, masks, gloves, PVC dresses, nylon 
stockings or even wellington boots! There’s passionate articles and stories, 
readers’ letters and photos, and much, much more..

Corporal punishment at it ‘s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beautiful 
model and gifted artist, Paula Meadows, it lends a feminine slant to the 
world of punitive and erotic corporal chastisement. Paula’s wonderfully 
revealing, drama-charged illustrations of yealding females fast become 

classics of the genre. Her own submissive needs are reflected 
throughout its pages.

Extreme Sex 2 Pack Smooth Magazine 4 PACK

Februs Vol.40 & 41

Corporal punishment at it ‘s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beautiful 

Februs Vol.40

Men pushing women to the limit. These girls won’t be involved in 

Corporal punishment at it ‘s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beautiful Corporal punishment at it ‘s bum reddening finest. Edited by the beautiful 

 RRP £16.98
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£12.00
CODE: DE9718

 RRP £20.00
BUY BOTH FOR JUST

£11.00
CODE: DE9728

Smooth is a magazine that features people from all walks of life who all share Smooth is a magazine that features people from all walks of life who all share Smooth is a magazine that features people from all walks of life who all share 

 RRP £28.00
BUY ALL 4 FOR JUST

£10.00
CODE: DE9727

ANOTHER FANTASTIC 
ADULT COMIC FROM 
D’O FANTASY

Chained Cargo
Cagri One, a huge container 
ship, is heading for East Africa 
round the Cape.  It set sail from 
the Russian coast on the Baltic 
Sea four days ago with a cargo 
of four thousand containers.
It’s a dark night and a storm is 
brewing.  The boat is in interna-
tional waters at last.
Captain Musorsky, Dr Engels 
and various members of the 
crew leave the bridge and go 
down to the the cargo hold. 
Inside a special container are 
twenty-four carefully selected 
women, all chosen for their 
striking beauty. They have been 
in chains and in the dark for 
four days now, gagged and 
blindfolded. They are terri-
fied.  They woke up like this and 
they do not know what is happening. They cannot remember how they 
came to be there. White Trading, a company specialized in white slavery, 
has chartered the boat.  The girls were seized in the North of Europe, 
most of them in the ex-Soviet republics, where the mafias have a free 
hand.  Their destiny is the African and Gulf markets.  There are people 
ready to pay the highest prices for them: corrupt rulers of bankrupt 
countries, arms dealers and drug lords, all willing to pay whatever is 
demanded for beautiful young, white, slaves.

£15.00
CODE: DE9729 
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Discount Condoms & Aromas

MATES Mates are the second largest UK condom manufacturer and have a range of 
premium condoms, a loyal customer base, and very strong brand awareness.

Natural 24 for £15.00   Code: SP0225 54 for £22.00   Code: SP0226

Snug Fit Conform 12 for £15.00   Code: SP0255 24 for £22.00   Code: SP0256

PASANTE The UK’s favourite and fastest growing condom company. Known for 
innovation and service, Pasante is a top quality condom brand you can trust.

Naturelle 36 for £15.00   Code: SP0227 72 for £22.00   Code: SP0228

Extra Large King Size 24 for £15.00   Code: SP0235 48 for £22.00   Code: SP0236

Trim Snug Fit 18 for £15.00   Code: SP0257 36 for £22.00   Code: SP0258

Mixed Flavours 24 for £15.00   Code: SP0243 48 for £22.00   Code: SP0244

EXS EXS condoms are one of the fastest growing condom brands in the UK 
and are the condom of choice for many Primary Care Trusts.

Air Thin 30 for £15.00   Code: SP0264 62 for £22.00   Code: SP0265

Max Protection Extra Strong 30 for £15.00   Code: SP0260 62 for £22.00   Code: SP0261

Magnum Extra Large 30 for £15.00   Code: SP0233 62 for £22.00   Code: SP0234

Rugged Dots Smiley Face 30 for £15.00   Code: SP0262 62 for £22.00   Code: SP0263

Long Love Delay Rib/Dot 30 for £15.00   Code: SP2196 62 for £22.00   Code: SP2197

Hot Chocolate Flavoured 30 for £15.00   Code: SP0239 62 for £22.00   Code: SP0240

AROMAS We carry a great selection of discounted Aromas (poppers) – 
All 100% legal and safe to enjoy.

English  22ml  Code: GT0746  £8.00 Titus Strong  10ml  Code: GT0740  £7.00

FF  25ml  Code: GT0393  £8.00 Titus Extra Strong 10ml  Code: GT0741  £8.00

Liquid XL Gold  15ml  Code: GT0777  £8.00 TNT  10ml  Code: GT0744  £7.00

Max Gold  10ml  Code: GT0745  £7.00 Xtreme  22ml  Code: GT0747  £8.00

Rush  10ml  Code: GT0748  £8.00 Xtreme Glow  22ml  Code: GT1962  £8.00

40 Toys & More Direct

All orders are discreetly packed for UK despatch by Royal Mail

http://www.simply-adult.com/Condoms.html


ITEM CODE ITEM NAMES QTY PRICE £

OFFER
TOTAL ORDER £:

Deduct £5 if you pay by cheque, blank uncrossed postal order or cash 
AND your order is postmarked BEFORE 7 July 2018

TOTAL PAYMENT ENCLOSED £:           

YOUR DETAILS HAVE YOUR DETAILS CHANGED?

Name: If so, please write your previous address below 
so we can amend our records:

Address:

Postcode:

IF ORDER TOTAL IS £100 OR MORE ENTER ONE FREE ITEM (VALUE £20 OR LESS) FOR EACH £100 SPENT
ORDER NUMBER(S) ITEM NAMES QTY PRICE £

Post your payment and completed Order Form to:
• Simply The Best, Apdo 212AP, 29630-01 Benalmadena, SPAIN (£1.25 Stamp), or

• STB, 4 Old Park Lane, LONDON W1K 1QW (First or Second Class stamp)

 (For quicker delivery please use our Spain address)
 Use this order form by 7 July 2018 and claim a £5 discount (excluding card orders)

ST0918

PLEASE SHIP MY DVDS:

 With cases and covers

 With covers 

but no plastic cases

 No case or covers

NOTE: Requesting plastic 
cases may involve collection 
from the post office if the 
package is too large for your 
letter box and you are not 
home to receive delivery.

I AM PAYING BY:   UK blank uncrossed postal order  

 UK cheque, payable to STB      UK cash (NO coins)

 Credit / Debit card (NO £5 discount), details below:

 VISA      MASTERCARD

CARD NUMBER:

EXPIRES: CVC CODE*:

YOUR NAME AS IT APPEARS ON CARD: YOUR SIGNATURE:

*The 3 digits on the reverse of your card



Instructions

Navigation

You can move from page to page through the brochure by clicking on the bottom corner of each page, or by
using the arrows on the far right of the navigation bar below.

The bottom left of the navigation bar also contains controls to enlarge the brochure size to Full Screen, to
Zoom In, to Print (any page), and to Download the brochure as a pdf file.

Links To Websites

If you prefer to view all the dvds in this brochure in one convenient location, then click here for Hetero items or
here for Gay items.

Special Offers

Some of the special offers in this brochure are time-dated and therefore expire after a certain date. Where a
dvd is offered at a reduced price, you may find that it has reverted to it's usual (higher) price on the website
after that expiration date.

£5 Per Order Discount For Payments By Cheque, Postal Order, or Cash

This offer is only available until the expiration date given in this brochure and on the order form, and is only
available for mail orders posted to us where payment is made by UK Cheque (made payable to STB), UK
Postal Orders (made payable to STB) or UK (British Pounds) Cash (registered post advised). It is not available
for mail orders paid by credit card or for any orders placed via the websites.

To claim this discount, you must use the Order Form that applies to this brochure. You can print the order form
page using the Print button on the navigation bar below, or you can download and print an order form from our

Completed order forms should be sent with payment to:-

Simply The Best
Apartado 212 AP
29630-01 Benalmadena Costa
Spain

More details are on the How To Order page of this brochure.

Receiving Brochures By Post

If you currently receive a brochure by mail and would prefer to read the brochure online instead, then please
email us at brochures@simplythebestdvd.com and we will stop mailing the brochure to you.

If you are a regular customer who would prefer to still receive a printed copy of the brochure by mail each
month, then again please email us at brochures@simplythebestdvd.com and we will arrange. Please note
though - we only mail brochures to customers in the UK and Ireland.

Each dvd in this brochure has an embedded link that takes you to that dvd's page on:-:-

www.simply-adult.com  

website here.

http://www.simply-adult.com/Adult-Dvd-Brochures.html
http://www.simply-adult.com/Gay-Dvd-Brochures.html
http://www.simplythebestdvd.com/brochure/forms/09-18order.pdf
http://www.simply-adult.com/
mailto:brochures@simplythebestdvd.com
mailto:brochures@simplythebestdvd.com
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